HEATHERS HAVEN CONTRIBUTION
You Are Invited to Provide a Scholarship or a Sponsorship
Heathers Haven is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization.
Your donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

Scholarship vs. Sponsorship at Heathers Haven
There are two major ways to make a cash contribution to Heathers Haven.
The first way is to provide a scholarship.
A Scholarship will help a deserving resident pay her portion of the expense. At Heathers
Haven, the philosophy is to require each resident to become self sufficient and provide
for her own way in this world. However, sometimes there is a real need for temporary
assistance while one gets on her feet, or for prolonged health problems. It is best for the
resident to learn to provide for her own support first, then learn to take care of others as
recovery progresses. Therefore, scholarship help is only a temporary assistance along the
path to becoming a productive citizen.
The second way is to provide a sponsorship.
One may chose to sponsor the portion of the cost at Heathers Haven that is not passed on
to the resident.
There is the ever present expense of the cost that is not passed on to the residents. The
amount charged for residents at Heathers Haven has been adjusted to be sufficient for
each resident to appreciate the value of living there, but not too much to make it out of
reach of anyone who truly desires recovery and comes with nothing but determination.
That monthly charge made to each resident covers only about half of the actual cost of
maintaining Heathers Haven and all the services furnished, to the high standards
necessary for success.
By contributing $375.00 monthly you may sponsor Heathers Haven to provide services
for one resident. Without this sponsorship, Heathers Haven cannot exist. Since 1993, this
sponsorship has been fully funded from a private source, however, the source is rapidly
being depleted. To assure the continued contribution of Heathers Haven to the
community, sponsors are needed who will give ongoing from month to month.
The amount required to sponsor just one resident is quite high. Therefore, we have
provided for partial sponsorships of any amount one might desire to commit to. All
commitments are appreciated and will help insure the ongoing success of Heathers
Haven.
To provide a Full or Partial Scholarship, or to fully, or partially sponsor one resident,
phone 541-664-3591. Ask for Max and discuss your desire to be a Contributor.
Heathers Haven is a 501 (c)(3) tax exempt corporation and contributions are tax
deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
For more information call a Director of Heathers Haven at 541-664-3591

